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Russia Central Bank Preview: June 2021 
  

Details:  

 

Monetary policy decision and release of Monetary Policy Report: 1130BST/1230CEST/0730ET, 

Friday 11th June 2021. 
 

MNI Point of View  
POV: CBR to Hike +50bp, Robust Data Reflect Overheating Risks 
 

 
Despite the Bloomberg consensus for a +25bp hike at this week’s meeting, we see the CBR continuing to 
deliver above expectations in June at +50bp, owing to sustained upside momentum in demand-side factors 
driving headline CPI above 6%. Robust high frequency data in 1Q21 continue to amplify overshooting 
pressures, forcing the CBR to act decisively to reassert a more dominant disinflationary trajectory.  
 
Since the April meeting, high-frequency data has been notably strong on the growth front. Industrial 
production rose from +2.3%Y/Y in March to +7.2%Y/Y in May, while PMIs continued to trend higher above 
the 50 mark, reaching 51.9 in May. In recent meetings, the CBR has placed outsized value on budding 
demand drivers, which have been consistently underestimated by the sell-side - resulting in two 
consecutive meetings of hawkish surprises. 

 
 
Figure 1: Recovery Gains Traction, Demand Drivers Firm     Source: MNI/Bloomberg 
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These factors have become more evident in the April inflation figures, with headline CPI surprising to the 
upside at +6.02% Y/Y vs +5.8% exp & M/M at +0.74% vs +0.6% exp. Core CPI also notched higher, 
registering a new sequential high at 6.04% Y/Y vs +5.7% exp & +0.82% Y/Y vs +0.5% exp. A sustained 
rise in weekly CPI, continues to bely substantial domestic price pressures, which the CBR has been 
somewhat ahead of the market in factoring into its reaction function.  
 
 
Figure 2: Balance of Risks to Inflation Tilted Higher, Pro-inflationary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Source: MNI/Bloomberg 

 
In April, the CBR reinforced its concerns about the rapid rise in consumer price growth rates and 
unanchored household expectations, reiterating that the balance of risks had shifted in favour of pro-
inflationary risks. Moreover, supply-side constraints and travel restrictions resulted in two-way risks to 
domestic price appreciation, necessitating an earlier return to neutral monetary policy than previously 
forecast.  
 

Since mid-April, MPC communications have made a noticeably hawkish tilt, with officials alluding to 
upwards revisions to the year-end CPI target (4.7-5.2%) in July and fewer disinflationary factors prevailing 
over the summer period than previously anticipated. Policymakers foresee an initial rise in CPI over the 
near-term before an eventual moderation into 4Q21. In terms of the larger +50bp step, in the April meeting 
Nabiullina stressed that decisions would be largely data-dependent and geared towards front-loaded 
tightening to limit the terminal rate of the cycle.  
 

These communications, coupled with firmer demand-driven high-frequency and inflation data, underpin our 
base case for an above-consensus +50bp hike. However, we cannot fully discount the likelihood of a 
smaller +25bp cut. Guidance is likely to remain hawkish, with Nabiullina conveying concerns over pro-
inflationary risks to the outlook and guiding towards additional data-dependent hikes in the pipeline. While 
Nabiullina may allude to the possibility of another 50bp hike if price momentum fails to deccelerate, our 
base case scenario sees a further 1-2 +25bp hikes to target a terminal rate of 5.75-6.00% as price 
pressures moderate into year-end.  
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Markets 
 

Since the April meeting, the rouble has appreciated roughly +3.3% vs the USD, trading around key lateral 
support at 72.50. A reduction in geopolitical risks and sanctions uncertainty, coupled with hawkish posturing 
from the CBR, improved demand forecasts in oil markets and broad-based risk-on continue to bolster 
demand for roubles.   
 

Figure 3: 3x6 FRA-Mosprime Spreads Widen to +91bp 
 

Implied market pricing suggests markets have priced-in 
roughly +86bp of hikes over a 3-6m horizon which fits in with 
our base case of a +50bp hike at this meeting followed by 
1-2 further +25bp hikes. 3x6 FRA-Mosprime spreads 
bottomed out at +75bp on Monday before jumping +16bp 
post-CPI to reach +91bp – implying a terminal rate of just 
below 6.00%. 
 

Figure 4: 5Y CDS Compresses Pre-Biden-Putin Summit 

 

Risk premia continue to compress into the Putin-Biden 
meeting in June (-8.3bp), with the CDS exerting downside 
pressure on 90 support. Nevertheless, both the Kremlin and 
CBR have reiterated concerns over pre-emptive US 
sanctions in the lead-up to the meeting, broadening 
sanctions dampener mechanisms and its de-dollaristaion 
drive to temper the potential impact of punitive measures.   
 

 
Figure 5: Russian OFZ Term Structure Bear Flatter Vs 
April 
 

Russia’s domestic OFZ bond market has shifted to reflect 
April’s hawkish surprise (+50bp), resulting in a bear 
flattening of the term structure in the 1.5 months since the 
last meeting. The breadth of the curve trades +15bp higher 
at its lowest point, while short-duration tenors register +59-
68bp higher in the 3m-1Y portion of the curve. This bear 
flattening bias will likely remain intact, should our base case 
scenario of a +50bp hike materialise in Friday’s meeting. 
Risk averse investors may also seek to reduce exposure to 
OFZs, should expectations for US sanctions increase. 
However, with foreign holdings below 20%, any outflows 
would likely see a muted reaction.    
 

Overall, delivery of the base case scenario (+50bp hike) will 
continue to buoy RUB assets in the near to medium-term. 
However, Biden-Putin talks remain the key hurdle for 
continued bullish momentum. In USD/RUB, key supports 
are seen at 71.71 and 70.6878 on a sustained move below 
72.50.  
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Russia Central Bank Watch 
 

 
 

SELL SIDE VIEW 
 

BofA: CBR to Hike +25bp, Material Risk to +50bp 
• We still expect the CBR to hike its policy rate by 25bp on 11 June, given persistent inflationary 

pressures, elevated inflationary expectations, as well as earlier guidance.  
• Material risk of a stronger 50bp hike on the back of new concerns about economic overheating.  
• However, the near-term inflation outlook may be materially impacted by harvest dynamics and 

border reopenings.  
• Given that existing uncertainties will be partly addressed over the next 1-2 months, BofA thinks 

the CBR could leave such concerns until its next July meeting, which also offers an opportunity to 
review its forecasts. 
 

GS: CBR to Hike +50bp, Recovery Strength Forces CBR’s Hand 
• CBR to hike 50bp to +5.5%, above the 25bp hike in the Bloomberg consensus (17 for 25bp hike vs 

8 for 50bp hike and 1 for hold). 
• In its April meeting, the CBR hiked 50bp, surprising GS and consensus to the upside - main reason 

for the larger step was the strength of the economy, which is generating demand-driven inflationary 
pressure.  

• At the presser, Nabiullina said rate hikes larger than 25bp would be possible in future meetings 
depending on incoming data, stressing that the CBR would favour front-loaded tightening to limit 
the terminal rate of the cycle.  

• Data since the last meeting have been strong on the growth side. Q1 GDP surprised slightly to the 
upside, industrial production increased from +2.3%yoy in March to +7.2%yoy in May and the PMI 
rose strongly, with input prices in particular showing sharp increases.  

MNI CBR Data Watch List
Inflation Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

CPI YoY % y/y 6.0 5.7 4.4 1.81

CPI Core YoY % y/y 6.0 5.0 3.9 1.49

PPI YoY % y/y 27.6 6.7 0.7 2.03

Oil Price (Brent Active) $/bbl 72.54 62.45 48.11 1.28

Economic Activity Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

Markit Russia Manuf PMI Index 51.9 51.5 46.3 0.94

Markit Russia Services PMI Index 57.5 52.2 48.2 1.36

Industrial Production YoY % y/y 7.2 -1.9 -5.7 1.86

Trade Balance NSA $bn 10.02 10.33 10.40 0.76

Monetary Analysis Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

Money Supply Narrow Def % y/y 13.99 13.73 13.35 1.26

Citi Russia Terms of Trade $ 54.76 48.74 33.75 1.21

Consumer / Labour Market Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

Retail Sales Real YoY % y/y 34.7 0.2 -0.4 3.56

Consumer Confidence Index -21.0 -30.0 -13.0 -0.31

Unemployment Rate % 5.2 5.8 6.3 -1.59

Real Wages YoY % y/y 1.8 4.6 2.2 0.23

Markets Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

Equity Market (MOEX) Index 3813 3347 3108 2.31

Russia 10-Year Yield % 2.39 2.48 3.05 -0.68

Russia Yield Curve (2s-10s) bps 140.7 117.6 155.2 0.15

BIS Effective Exchange Rate Index 72.56 72.33 70.53 0.31
Note: For quarterly data the 3m ago column will  display the previous data point and the 6m ago column will  display the data point prior to that. 
Source: MNI, Bloomberg
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• Weekly inflation prints for May suggest yoy inflation will rise from 5.5% to 5.8%. Thus, the current 
data flow is consistent with the CBR’s view that the economy is growing too fast and inflationary 
pressure is building, requiring a front-loaded tightening.  

• Going forward, GS thinks that the CBR's guidance on rates, published post the last MPC meeting, 
is consistent with its aim to raise rates to 5.75%-6% this year before reducing rates towards the 
long-term neutral rate of 5.5% in 2022.  

• GS expects the CBR to raise rates again in July, by 25bp, when the momentum in domestic 
consumption starts to decelerate as consumers redirect their spending abroad after lockdowns are 
softened in the rest of the world.  

• However, risk is that the CBR will instead hike by 50bp again to 6%, if momentum in inflation does 
not decelerate. As before, GS thinks inflation and growth data by Q3 will lead it to end its hiking 
cycle.  

• The CBR has been focusing on sequential rather than annual inflation lately, and we think 
sequential inflation will fall well below 4.0% annualised by July. Moreover, given GS’ view that 
headline inflation will fall to 3% by mid-2022, it sees CBR cutting again from 2022Q1 towards 4.5% 
by the end of 2022. 

• Looking forward, GS modelling suggests inflation will decrease moderately during Q2, and then fall 
sharply from September 2021 to an upwardly revised 4.5%yoy (prev. 4.3%yoy) by year-end, 
stabilising around +3.0%yoy in 2022. 

 

ING: CBR to Hike +25bp, But +50bp Remains on the Table 
• Recent statements made by the central bank suggest that a 25bp hike to 5.75% should be treated 

as a base case scenario. 
• Given the likely acceleration of CPI from 5.5% YoY in April to 5.8-5.9% YoY, elevated inflationary 

expectations by the Russian consumers, skyrocketing producer price inflation, and a pick-up in 
lending growth suggest that the likelihood of another 50bp hike this time is not significantly lower 
than the base case.   
 

JPM: Call Changed from +25bp to +50bp Post-CPI 
• Inflation surprised to the upside, again, accelerating to 6.0%oya in May vs. 5.8% expected 
• Momentum in core inflation rose to almost 9%m/m saar—although there were a few outsized 

price gains, inflation pressures remain fairly broad-based 
• lifted end-2021 CPI forecast to 5.4% from 4.9% previously lifted our forecasted terminal rate to 

6.0% (from 5.75), with risks arguably still skewed to upside 
 

Unicredit: CBR to Hike +50bp, Decisive Action Needed to Slow Demand 
• Weekly inflation data suggests that the CBR is in a difficult situation: monthly reading is expected 

to be around 5.9% y/y, which is a substantial acceleration vs. the April figure.  
• While food inflation is still high (albeit seasonality should help to contain it), two aspects are 

important:  
• first, goods’ prices grow rapidly, especially with regard to “Do-it yourself” (housing improvement) 

activities and other consequences of the mortgage boom 
• second, the closure of tourist destinations that are popular among the Russian population (e.g. 

Turkey) has boosted the price of services.  
• The effect of the latter might last longer than a month, as summer has only started. The CBR would 

have to cool down consumption by increasing the attractiveness of deposits and discouraging 
consumer loans (among the main drivers of consumption growth in past quarters), and hence its 
decisiveness would matter.  

• This implies a 50bp hike at the next meeting (driving the key rate to 5.5%, the middle of the “neutral 
range”) and a further hike in the future of at least 25bp. 

 


